**Important Announcement**

Starting on 8/2/21 @ 8am, WTR will be turning off circuits that are unknown throughout the building. This task will continue until all circuits are identified. We are asking if you notice your power is off, please let the team know ASAP! Below are the names you should email or call. WTR will only turn on the circuits that are identified. We apologize for the potential inconvenience this will cause.

**Meaghan Mulvey**
Email: mmulvey@cambridgema.gov  
C: 617-634-4413

**Tony Maiato**
Email: Tmaiato@WTR.com  
C: 774-328-5158

**Michele Wright**
Email: Mwright@WTR.com  
C: 617-862-8519

- **Monday**
  - WTR Carpenter will continue taking the lead role on the safety & cleanliness.
  - Light Demo operations will continue throughout the day.
  - All work will be contained behind Temp wall in basement level.
  - Elevator Modernization
- **Tuesday**
  - WTR Carpenter will continue taking the lead role on the safety & cleanliness.
  - All work will be contained behind Temp wall in basement level.
  - Light Demo operations will continue throughout the day.
  - Elevator Modernization
- **Wednesday**
  - WTR Carpenter will continue taking the lead role on the safety & cleanliness.
  - Light Demo operations will continue throughout the day.
  - All work will be contained behind Temp wall in basement level.
  - Elevator Modernization
- **Thursday**
  - WTR Carpenter will continue taking the lead role on the safety & cleanliness.
  - All work will be contained behind Temp wall in basement level.
  - Light Demo operations will continue throughout the day.
  - Elevator Modernization
- **Friday**
  - WTR Carpenter will continue taking the lead role on the safety & cleanliness.
  - All work will be contained behind Temp wall in basement level.
  - Light Demo operations will continue throughout the day.
  - Elevator Modernization
- **Saturday**
  - Elevator Modernization

---

**Elevator Shut Down for Modernization Work until 9/1**
There are temporary accessible provisions to service public appointments at the basement level.

***Restrooms on the basement level will be out of order until – 9/30***

(3rd floor Women’s Bathroom & 2nd Floor Men’s Bathroom will be fully operational)